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“Every great journey begins with

a first step” (Chinese proverb). 

BLANCO planted its first ideas in 1925

and from this small beginning today’s

flourishing business grew.

Today, BLANCO is a family business with

an international approach and part of the

E.G.O. Group, Elektrogerätebau Blanc &

Fischer. For over 75 years BLANCO 

provides convincing systems in the fields

of Kitchen Technology and Catering +

The Global Brand 
with family connections.

Medical Systems, with products whose

quality, functionality and aesthetics are

setting the standards.

BLANCO has developed a company 

culture over the decades with focus on

the individual. 

Founded in 1925 by Heinrich Blanc,

BLANCO began by manufacturing water

troughs for coal-fired ovens.

In the early 50’s our experience in 
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processing stainless steel was a prelude

to the growing recognition of BLANCO 

as a global brand. Through the decades, 

hundreds of employees, new sites, the

creation of daughter companies in both

Europe and worldwide, together with 

sales and marketing flair has developed 

a small craftsman workshop into a highly

respected five star company with quality

products ‘made in Germany’. A family

business, which has never lost its roots 

in its homeland.

1

1 Heinrich Blanc, company founder

1925

2 Heinrich Blanc (left) with his first

employees

3 Heinz Blanc, son of the company

founder, managing director 

1960-1975

4 Reinhard Fischer, managing direc-

tor 1975-1993

5 Frank Straub, grandson of the com-

pany founder, managing director

since 1993

6  Heinz Treffinger, chairman of the

board of directors since 1975
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From apprentices to long serving 

employees: all are guided by a vision.

4 5

“Take pride in your work and

you will produce excellent results”

(Aristotle).

Possibly this pride originates from the

respect we have for our staff and our

trust in them. A combination which

makes a significant contribution to our

company’s success.

Our staff are our partners in thought and

commercial success. With commitment

and competence driven by team spirit and

The secret of success: 
Our staff is our strength.

challenged and promoted. They are en-

couraged to provide the continuous high

performance vital to our future. 

Important parts of the BLANCO philos-

ophy are consistency, openness, tolerance

of mistakes, trust and fairness in our 

dealings with each other and with our

business partners. We are guided by high

ethical standards in accordance with the

principles and values of the ‘Principles

for business’ of the Caux Round Table –

fairness towards quality and customer 

satisfaction, they are the most important

part of our company. They identify with

the company mission and contribute with

passion to create ambitious goals. What

drives BLANCO is the courage to tread

new paths, to extend new boundaries

generating the momentum which keeps

us growing forward – our company motto

advocates ‘we do it’!

In the atmosphere of a friendly family

bond our staff can fully develop, they are

an international association to promote

ethical business principles. A blend of

creative minds and cordial actions far

from the cold, impersonal position of

many large organisations. The typical

culture for a successful medium sized

world class family business.
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Kitchen Technology at the cutting edge

with sinks, taps and accessories, perfect 

in form, fashioned from noble materials,

brimming with unexpected detail.

6 7

workplace of the kitchen. With the latest 

innovations for example easy care sink

materials ChromoDur® stainless steel and

SILGRANIT® PuraDur™.

BLANCO is continuously guided by the

requirements of our customers whose

ideas differ from country to country. 

For example the North American market

demands very different sinks from those

found in the European market.

Where sink design is concerned BLANCO

sets the recognised standards. Here our

main focus is a synergy of function and

aesthetics. Numerous national and inter-

national awards are proof of our design

competence. 

KITCHEN TECHNOLOGY
With grand and glorious style.

“All things intended to impress

us have character” was a maxim already

identified by Goethe. The German 

chemist Justus Freiherr von Liebig 

recognised that the secret of all 

inventors is to believe that anything is

possible. We embody both ideas into

the best products at BLANCO. 

BLANCO Kitchen Technology is one of

the world’s leading suppliers of sink 

centres for domestic kitchens, providing

a complete programme of high class

quality products including functional

sinks, high performance mixer taps,

practical waste separation systems and

customised accessories.

All products are carefully considered right

down to the last detail in order to optimise

performance. We only use high quality

materials including stainless steel, the

composite material SILGRANIT® and 

coloured porcelain ceramic.

In the areas of R & D, material technology

and environmental protection we employ

over 40 staff. Together they have 

pioneered numerous developments for

the kitchen sink, the most important 
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CATERING + MEDICAL SYSTEMS:
Everyday heroes.

98

guarantee the food retains its quality. This is

why we are leading in many product areas,

for example the induction technology.

BLANCO Medical systems provide for

smooth processes, the highest possible

standards of hygiene, cost-optimised

supply and disposal processes and 

maximum economic efficiency. In medical

institutions such as hospitals, out-patient

clinics, dialysis centres and laboratories.

The progressive ideas turn up time and

time again in different product areas:

whether MEGAprogress cabinet systems,

PROassist mobile functional furniture for

areas connected to the operating theatre,

MEGAdrive mobile aids for the day-to-day

work in the clinic or CLEANassist 

equipment for the sterilisation areas. 

As a provider of complete systems

BLANCO supplies everything from under

one roof – reliably, quickly, flexibly and

exactly as the user requires.

BLANCO Catering + Medical Systems 

is also a specialist for stainless steel in-

dustrial parts. Many renowned companies

value our top quality components manu-

factured to a high degree of precision.

Combine Albert Einstein’s 

realisation that “Fantasy is everything”

with Aristotle’s wisdom “The whole is

more than the sum of its parts” and

you get systems to solve any problem.

The catering and medical divisions 

constantly develop trail blazing innovative

concepts to application. All production

processes harmoniously merge to create

an effective relationship between the 

system elements.

BLANCO solutions fulfil the highest 

demands of quality, hygiene, functionality,

ergonomics and design.

BLANCO Catering Systems provide well

thought-out concepts ranging from 

complete food distribution, transport and

serving systems right through to gastro-

norm containers to facilitate efficient and

quality conscious catering and provisions

management. They are used, for example,

by hotels, caterers, social welfare institu-

tions and company canteens. BLANCO

develops products for them which 

Well thought-out down to the last detail and

developed to suit their practical application:

the functional systems for restaurants and

medical fields of application.
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Alexander Graham Bell, Scottish

inventor, said: “Do not always tread the

signed path which only leads to where

others have already been”.

We see no contradiction in having one’s

feet firmly on the ground but being 

alive to all possibilities for new direction,

cultures and continents. 

Welcome 
to the land of great deeds.

Our central location in the middle of 

Europe provides an excellent infrastructure,

the special training and the industrious-

ness of its inhabitants of Oberderdingen

and surrounding areas, Sulzfeld, Sins-

heim, Bruchsal and Leipzig provide their

mother company with an exceptional 

resource. BLANCO is not only German

but also an international company: we

market our products all over the world

through subsidiaries and business 

partnerships. We have production opera-

10

tions in Germany, the Czech Republic and

Canada as well as a joint venture in India.  

Baden-Württemberg, BLANCO’s home,

stands for economic might, pioneering 

industrial achievements, daring, research

impetus, progress, tradition and cosmo-

politanism. The ‘model state’ stands in 

the tradition of great names such as Bosch,

BASF, DaimlerChrysler, Porsche or SAP. 

It is the state of craftsmen and inventors

and one of the foremost regions for 

research in the world. But also the beauty 

of the countryside and the historic and 

cultural diversity of the state attract visitors

from all over the world. The area around 

Oberderdingen, the Kraichgau, is one of

the most beautiful regions in Germany.

And not only because of its choice wines

is it called the ‘Swabian Tuscany’.

1 BLANCO headquarter, 

Oberderdingen

2 Town Hall, Oberderdingen

3 Ravensburg castle, Sulzfeld

4 Museum of technology, 

Sinsheim

5 Baroque palace, Bruchsal

6 Historic town hall, Leipzig 

4

2

3

5

1

6
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